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Abstract CONNJUR Workflow Builder (WB) is an

open-source software integration environment that lever-

ages existing spectral reconstruction tools to create a syn-

ergistic, coherent platform for converting biomolecular

NMR data from the time domain to the frequency domain.

WB provides data integration of primary data and metadata

using a relational database, and includes a library of pre-

built workflows for processing time domain data. WB

simplifies maximum entropy reconstruction, facilitating the

processing of non-uniformly sampled time domain data. As

will be shown in the paper, the unique features of WB

provide it with novel abilities to enhance the quality,

accuracy, and fidelity of the spectral reconstruction pro-

cess. WB also provides features which promote collabo-

ration, education, parameterization, and non-uniform data

sets along with processing integrated with the Rowland

NMR Toolkit (RNMRTK) and NMRPipe software pack-

ages. WB is available free of charge in perpetuity, dual-

licensed under the MIT and GPL open source licenses.

Keywords CONNJUR � Data model � NUS � Spectral
reconstruction � Software integration

Introduction

The application of the Fourier transform (FT) to NMR

spectroscopy (Ernst and Anderson 1966) has been revolu-

tionary. FT-NMR experiments are collected in less time

than continuous wave (CW), with higher sensitivity and

allow the introduction of indirect time dimensions and

multidimensional NMR (Jeener 1971; Oschkinat et al.

1988; Clore and Gronenborn 1994).

Despite the simplicity implied by its moniker, recon-

structing a frequency domain spectrum from the time

domain signal is a lengthy process in FT-NMR. Many

mathematical operations are applied stepwise to the data in

order to correct for artifacts introduced by the data col-

lection hardware/software, remove unwanted signals,

increase sensitivity and resolution, phase the spectrum so

all signals appear absorptive, and correct for baseline dis-

tortions/offsets (Ernst et al. 1991; Hoch and Stern 1996).

Unwanted signals are commonly de-convolved from the

time domain data as a first step, followed by linear pre-

diction (LP) techniques for increasing sensitivity and res-

olution, apodization/windowing functions for improving

line-shape, and zero-filling to improve digital resolution

(Verdi et al. 2007). Baseline distortions are commonly

corrected for by operations in either the time and frequency

domains. Finally, the phase components of the signals are

modified to provide purely absorptive line shapes. This

process is undertaken for each of the various independent

dimensions within a single multidimensional experiment.

Most of these operations must be parameterized with

attention to the properties of the specific spectrum being

reconstructed, including the digital resolution of the col-

lected data, the relative frequencies of unwanted signals,

the anticipated intensities of both signals and noise and the

various modes of possible data collection. Some of this
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information is captured during data collection and stored as

metadata with the time domain data. Other information is

prior knowledge gained from experience with the spec-

trometer or from experience with the sample preparation

and conditions. Finally, a few of the mathematical func-

tions must be parameterized interactively, or by trial and

error after examining the effect on the transformed data.

There exist a large number of software packages avail-

able for spectral reconstruction. The commercially avail-

able spectrometers all have such software: Delta (Delta),

TopSpin (TopSpin), and VnmrJ (VnmrJ). There are also a

large number of third-party software tools for recon-

structing spectra off of the spectrometer: ACD NMR Pro-

cessor (ACD/NMR Processor Academic Edition), Mnova

(Mnova NMR lite), PROSA (Güntert et al. 1992), Spin-

Works (SpinWorks), SwaN-MR (SwaN-MR), PERCH

NMR Software (PERCH Solutions), iNMR (iNMR), Felix

(FelixNMR) and Azara (Azara). Most of these packages

are used primarily for 1D and 2D NMR processing of small

molecules and metabonomics analyses. Perhaps the most

common spectral reconstruction software for multidimen-

sional biomolecular NMR studies are NMRPipe (Delaglio

et al. 1995) and the Rowland NMR Toolkit (RNMRTK)

(Hoch and Stern 1985).

As mentioned previously, the mathematical operations

for cleaning spectral data are typically applied stepwise;

depending on the software utilized, the spectroscopist can

either configure each mathematical function independently,

keeping track of the cumulative effect of all the operations,

or he/she can configure the expected appearance of the final

spectrum and allow the software to track the interdepen-

dencies of the various mathematical functions. Due to the

requirement of interactive inspection of the spectrum for

proper phasing, each of these software packages includes a

graphical display program to assist in determining the

proper phase parameters.

The net result of this complex process is that while there

exist several deterministic algorithms for conducting the

Fourier Transform, there is no one deterministic algorithm

which can optimally process all the multidimensional

spectra commonly collected. There are many preferred

strategies and schemes, often codified as processing scripts

or workflows, and these scripts or schemes typically

require human input for their parameterization. The spec-

troscopist is relied upon to decide which solvent signals are

to be removed and by which method, how many time

points can be reliably predicted through LP, how much

windowing is required for optimal line-shape, and what

magnitude of phase correction need be applied. Spectro-

scopists often share their processing schemes through

online repositories (www.nanuc.ca, www.bmrb.wisc.edu)

or attend workshops on this topic (www.nanuc.ca, con-

njur.uchc.edu/workshop 2012).

An alternate approach to the FT process described above

utilizes maximum entropy methods for reconstruction.

Such methodology treats the reconstruction of a frequency

spectrum as an inverse problem—rather than transforming

time domain data directly to frequency, frequency data is

calculated and optimized such that when transformed back

into the time domain, it matches the collected data within

the accuracy of the measurement. Such methodology

eliminates the need for linear prediction and apodization,

both of which are consequences of insufficient sampling in

the time domain (Stern et al. 2002). It also allows for

additional spectral improvements such as line-width and

J-coupling deconvolution, to narrow NMR lineshapes and

computationally collapse split peaks respectively (Stoven

et al. 1997; Shimba et al. 2003).

Perhaps most importantly, the maximum entropy

method reduces the need for uniformly sampled data. The

Nyquist theorem (Nyquist 1928) dictates that the range of

frequencies which can be differentiated, referred to as the

spectral width, is inversely proportional to the delay

between the sampled points. A small time increment must

be used to distinguish a wide range of frequencies. Con-

versely, the spectral resolution—or the ability to distin-

guish signals with similar frequencies—is dependent on

sampling out to long time delays. The consequence of these

two competing demands—needing to sample with small

time increments out to very long delays—results in a large

number of total samples and a concomitantly long experi-

mental collection time. This issue is particularly exacer-

bated with higher dimensionality experiments, as a large

number of sample points collected along one dimension

increases the total collection time multiplicatively with the

other dimensions. The expansion in number of points is

also exacerbated by higher magnetic fields, where the

increased spectral dispersion necessitates shorter sampling

intervals.

In recent years several solutions to this problem have

been proposed, which amount to decreasing the experi-

mental collection time by refraining from sampling all of

the time points dictated by the Nyquist grid. For a review

of the many proposed strategies, please see Gryk et al.

2010. The promise of these various strategies is enormous.

It has been demonstrated that similar quality spectra can be

obtained by non-uniformly sampling as little as 33 % of the

data points per dimension (Gryk et al. 2010). This means

that 3D and 4D experiments which used to take days can be

collected in a few hours.

Unfortunately, there is one critical drawback to the

technique. Incomplete sampling of the Nyquist grid results

in sampling artifacts (appearing as phantom or aliased

signals) when reconstructing the spectrum using conven-

tional FT methods. There are many proposed solutions for

removing these artifacts, some implemented within the FT
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realm (Kazimierczuk et al. 2006a, b, 2012), others using

non-FT methods such as maximum entropy reconstruction

(Schmieder et al. 1993; Hoch and Stern 1996; Maciejewski

et al. 2009). Regardless of the reconstruction method, the

non-uniformity of the data samples makes the reconstruc-

tion process much more difficult and requires additional

training and knowledge for the spectroscopist. The conse-

quence of failure is dire, phantom signals which are not

treated properly can nullify the entire analysis. The fear of

such failure prevents most NMR groups in the world from

adopting this important methodology.

An unfortunate aspect of maximum entropy recon-

struction is that there are three variable parameters—def,

aim and lambda—which must be set correctly for optimal

reconstructions. These parameters roughly correlate with

estimates of signal intensity and the magnitude of the

noise; but as such, they tend to vary from experiment to

experiment, and from laboratory to laboratory, forcing the

spectroscopist to re-determine these parameters for each

spectrum. A semi-automated strategy has been published

by our group for estimating these parameters and repre-

sents an important first step in automating spectral recon-

struction (Mobli et al. 2007a, b).

The ongoing CONNJUR project is an effort to provide a

software integration platform for biomolecular NMR

(www.connjur.org). We had previously released a Java

application for translating binary spectral data between the

various software specific file formats (Nowling et al. 2011).

In this paper we describe a larger-scope software integra-

tion application—CONNJUR Workflow Builder (WB).

WB utilizes the CONNJUR Spectrum Translator (ST) in

addition to integrating the third-party tools NMRPipe and

RNMRTK.

From the spectroscopist’s perspective, the objective of

WB is to create and execute processing workflows for

transforming multidimensional time domain NMR data

into frequency domain spectra, using NMRPipe and/or

RNMRTK as the processing engines. This goal is aided

through a graphical, virtual canvas on which the various

mathematical operations (in the form of actors) are laid out

and connected. WB handles all data and metadata man-

agement, as well as the actual invocation of the individual

software tools. Due to the metadata management, the

individual actors can be configured to analyze the current

state of the data within the workflow and adapt accord-

ingly. The sophisticated level of adaptive configuration

possible is illustrated through the maximum entropy actor

which enhances the semi-automated strategy to setting def,

aim and lambda as proposed by Mobli et al. (2007a). WB

includes a library of workflows implementing typical

reconstructions that work with the majority of standard

pulsed experiments.

Materials and methods

WB is written in Java and requires a Java Virtual Machine

(JVM v. 1.7 or later) (www.Java.com). The JVM is mul-

tiplatform and typically comes preinstalled with many

desktop computers. WB thus runs on platforms that support

JVMs, including Macintosh, Windows, and Linux. How-

ever, WB makes use of several platform-dependent third

party tools; on platforms not supported by these tools, WB

will run, but will not be able to use the corresponding tools.

Nevertheless, WB could be used to create a spectral

reconstruction workflow even on a platform where the

underlying tools do not run; the workflow can be saved to a

networked database or exported as XML or NMR-STAR,

and loaded into WB on a separate system for execution.

For optimal use, a working MySQL installation is required;

this may be local or accessed over the network. WB can be

run without a database connection, but will not automati-

cally manage and persist data.

WB has been developed using Eclipse (www.eclipse.

org) as an integration development environment. A source

code control system (Concurrent Versioning System, or

CVS) (http://www.nongnu.org/cvs/) is used to track chan-

ges to the software and allow changes to be applied in a

controlled manner. A comprehensive set of regression tests

ensures the correctness of changes. An automated build

occurs daily. The library of workflows was built using the

WB snapshot build from 2014/09/22; data model version 7,

ENC 2013; connected to MySQL 5.5.27 database; using

NMRPipe 8.1, RNMRTK 3.1; on OS X 10.6.8.

Design overview

WB consists of a core program which integrates a graphical

user interface (GUI) front-end, a MySQL Relational Data-

base Management System (RDBMS) backend, a command

line interface (CLI), and external tools. The core is com-

posed of middleware which mediates the interactions

between programs, and includes the ST core for data con-

version. See Fig. 1 for an overview of the design. While WB

is a standalone project, it uses existing NMR tools such as

NMRPipe (Delaglio et al. 1995) and the Rowland NMR

Toolkit (Hoch and Stern 1996) to perform data processing

tasks. The GUI allows for interactive, graphical creation of

processing workflows including functions such as zerofills,

linear predictions, and apodizations. Pop-up windows pro-

vide information about the required and optional parameters

for functions, as well as indicating the default and legal

values. Workflows are created using actors; these contain

domain logic and visual displays to assist the user in cor-

rectly parameterizing and processing their data by clearly

indicating the available parameters and their domains.
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The database backend implements a data model of

processing workflows. This includes the sequence of actors

and their parameterizations, metadata, and the binary data

(both time- and frequency-domain). It is optional to store

the binary data in the database. The database is not required

to run WB, as the application is capable of reading and

writing processing workflows in XML and NMR-Star

formats. However, running the application without a

database prevents easy comparison, analysis, and recapit-

ulation of workflows and data sets, removing one of the

primary benefits of data integration, which is that the data

is stored in a single, central and uniformly accessible

location.

The middle layer mediates the interactions between

external tools, the database, and the GUI. When an external

tool such as NMRPipe is run, the processing layer sends the

parameters received from the GUI to an external process,

which calls the tool with the appropriate parameterization.

Then the tool executes and its output is interactively read

and sent to the processing layer to be passed along to the

GUI for display to the user. When the tool finishes exe-

cuting, the final output data set is read and sent to the GUI

and the database (if necessary).

WB provides tool integration: while different tools use

different formats for time- and frequency-domain data, WB

is able to automatically and invisibly handle format con-

versions by using a data conversion library previously

developed by the CONNJUR team for translating between

spectral formats. This same library, when coupled with a

command line interface, is released separately as CON-

NJUR ST (Nowling et al. 2011).

WB provides spectral reconstruction features by wrap-

ping and integrating the existing tools NMRPipe and

RNMRTK. It can be extended to integrate additional tools.

WB makes use of ST for handling time- and frequency-

domain data formats and the various interconversions

required. Thus, WB drives external tools by providing a

link between the input data sources (whether files or the

database), and the spectral processing tools, mediating the

interactions and format conversions, including the syntax,

semantics, and metadata of the formats involved. WB then

monitors the progress of the tool during the course of

execution, capturing reports and presenting them to the

user, before collecting the output data set and reintegrating

it into the CONNJUR system.

Results

WB overview

The core functionality WB provides is software integration

of existing spectral reconstruction tools. A summary of

features can be found in Table 1. WB also provides a

graphical environment for building spectral reconstruction

workflows. These workflows consist of sequences of actors

which consume and produce time- and frequency-domain

NMR data. The use of actors for scientific workflows has

previously been applied and described (Altintas et al. 2004;

Bowers and Ludäscher 2005). WB actors assist the user in

correctly configuring and parameterizing the underlying

NMR function, and use knowledge of the workflow context

to determine whether an operation is valid and suggest

likely parameter values. Actors (depicted as diamonds, as

shown in Fig. 2) implement tasks such as baseline cor-

rection and apodization, and are the smallest unit of logic

within a WB spectral reconstruction. The correspondence

between a single actor and a single function from a

Fig. 1 The WB design. The WB core includes the ST core, and a

middleware and processing layer for software and data integration.

A GUI for graphical user interaction, command line interface,

external tools such as NMRPipe and RNMRTK, and a database

backend for data persistence are all integrated through the WB Core.

The WB installation includes WB Core, WB GUI, and the WB

command line interface
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program such as NMRPipe or RNMRTK is not exact, as

some NMRPipe and RNMRTK functions carry out multi-

ple independent but related tasks.

WB provides strands, which are reusable sequences of

actors which perform a higher-level function, such as

apodization, zero-filling, and Fourier transform of an

indirect dimension. WB comes with four pre-built strands;

‘basic’ provides a rudimentary processing workflow;

‘complete’ applies all standard actors; and ‘linear predic-

tion’ and ‘solvent suppression’ provide typical actors for

indirect and direct dimensions respectively. A workflow is a

complete sequence of actors that processes data from start

to finish; multiple strands, many actors, or a combination of

both may be used to build a workflow. A workflow that has

been applied to a specific data set is known as a recon-

struction. The entire set of actors shown in Fig. 2 is a

workflow, and applying that workflow creates a recon-

struction. Actors, strands, workflows, reconstructions, pri-

mary data, and metadata are stored in the relational

database. Workflows may contain branches in which mul-

tiple different results are calculated.

Strands and workflows are built in the GUI by placing

visual representations of actors in logical sequences. Actors

are then parameterized using interactive dialogs (Fig. 3)

which provide additional contextual information to the

user. There are several types of actors: import actors are

responsible for loading data from the file system or data-

base and are represented by triangles pointing left-to-right;

actors which take a data set as input and produce a new

data set as output are represented as diamonds; export

actors, which are responsible for writing data sets to the file

system, are represented as triangles pointing right-to-left;

and display actors, which load data sets into display pro-

grams such as NMRDraw, are represented as circles. Pri-

mary data are represented as squares, and lines are used to

connect primary data to actors in sequence, showing the

logical structure of the workflow. The dimensionality and

uniformity/non-uniformity of each data set is displayed as

well.

A workflow typically begins with an import actor, which

imports data from the file system. (Conversely, workflows

can be applied to datasets already existing in the database.)

The data may be uniform or non-uniform time-domain, or

frequency-domain. Supported formats include Bruker,

Varian/Agilent, RNMRTK and NMRPipe. The import

actor allows the nucleus-channel assignment, and setting of

sensitivity enhancement and negation of imaginaries which

are performed upon import in the NMRPipe suite. If nec-

essary, metadata may be corrected using a metadata cor-

rection actor, which shows the current values and allows

updates. Figure 2 provides an example of an import actor,

depicted as a triangle pointing from left to right.

Actors are added by clicking on the icon representing

the primary data which will serve as input, then selecting

the desired actor from a list displayed on the right side of

the screen. Only semantically appropriate actors can be

Fig. 2 A workflow shown in the WB GUI. The workflow includes an

import actor (triangle pointing left-to-right), export actor (triangle

pointing right-to-left), display actor (circle), and two processing

actors (diamonds). Data sets are represented by squares. A branch is

used to process the data in two different ways. The colors indicate

progress: green means already successfully completed, pink means it

has not been run yet, and purple means the actor has not been

configured yet and so cannot run
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Fig. 3 A WB actor (solvent

suppress) is parameterized by

means of a popup menu. The

menu provides widgets for each

of the actor’s parameters,

ensures that the values are valid,

and provides links to

documentation that describe

how to use and parameterize the

tool

Fig. 4 A spectrum processed using standard Fourier transform techniques has splitting in the Carbon dimension, which is especially problematic

when it causes overlap between splitting patterns. Screenshot is of NMRDraw (Delaglio et al. 1995), a third-party tool initiated from within WB
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applied; WB prevents inappropriate use of actors such as

applying a time-domain process to frequency-domain data.

At the end of an actor sequence, an export actor is placed to

export to the file system. Display actors allow the time- and

frequency-domain data to be viewed in the NMRDraw

program; they may be placed as desired and are often

useful for optimizing workflows by visualizing intermedi-

ate data sets. They are depicted as circles; see Fig. 2 for an

example. Branched workflows are created by adding mul-

tiple actors to the same primary data, as in Fig. 2, creating

a fork in the workflow. Branches allow comparison

between two actor parameterizations. Comparisons of

parameterizations are useful when dealing with tasks such

as apodization which present inherent tradeoffs. Branches

are also useful when it is necessary to process a spectrum

completely in order to measure a parameter, which is then

used to re-process the spectrum slightly differently. For

example, when decoupling is not performed by the spec-

trometer, as in the Carbon dimension of Fig. 4, it is pos-

sible to decouple in the reconstruction phase. This requires

estimation of the J-coupling value. Maximum Entropy

reconstruction allows deconvolution and removal of the

splitting, as in Fig. 5.

An actor’s parameters are set using a dialog box which

displays parameters, current values, value domain, and

units for the actor’s underlying function. WB performs

domain checks to ensure that values are allowable,

providing checkboxes and drop-down menus as appropriate

if the domain is an enumeration of a small number of

discrete values. To capitalize on a user’s familiarity with

existing tools, the commands passed to the tool that the

actor utilizes are shown, including the command and

function name, parameters and values. See Fig. 3 for an

example.

Workflows are executed using the ‘run’ button. WB

loads the primary data and threads it through the sequence

of actors, calling external tools as necessary to perform the

semantic operations, checking preconditions and postcon-

ditions to ensure that clean execution environments are

created beforehand, and the execution environments are

cleaned up after execution. WB monitors the progress of

the tools and reports this back to the user. If branched

workflows are used, WB may utilize parallel execution in

order to reduce overall execution time. During workflow

execution, WB continuously provides feedback to the user

through several mechanisms. The first is that the actor’s

and data set’s display colors are updated to indicate pro-

gress, with different colors for ‘not run’, ‘successfully run’,

‘failed’, and ‘skipped’. The second is that the error and

possibly standard output of the underlying tools is captured

and displayed, indicating what is happening and the ram-

ifications of parameter settings and actor choices.

WB captures intermediate time-domain and frequency-

domain data and metadata. These data may be stored in the

Fig. 5 A spectrum processed with maximum entropy techniques which allow J-decoupling; the peaks are not split in the Carbon dimension
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relational database backend, in memory, or written to files

as desired. Once captured, they can be inspected in order to

verify that results are as expected. After a workflow has

been executed, mousing over a data set shows the first FID.

This is useful for understanding and debugging functions

such as phasing and zero fills because it provides a quick

visual cue that the intermediate results are reasonable, and

shows what a workflow is doing. Correct parameterization

of apodization actors, requiring a compromise between

sensitivity and resolution, is assisted by interactive feed-

back; the first FID of the data set, the envelope of the

apodization function, and their product are shown as

parameters are set (Fig. 6).

Library of workflows

A set of workflows that operate on the majority of standard

pulsed NMR experiments is bundled with WB. The

workflows are included as part of the database install script,

and so are installed at the same time as the database

schema in MySQL. They are also included in XML and

NMR-STAR format as tar files. To use one of these

workflows, a new reconstruction is created; if using a

workflow saved in the database, the ‘‘Reconstruction/Ap-

ply workflow’’ menu option is used; the ‘‘Import work-

flow’’ option is used to load workflows from XML and

NMR-STAR files.

WB handles non-uniform time-domain data

and automated maximum entropy

WB provides access to RNMRTK Maximum Entropy

reconstruction of non-uniformly sampled data through a

MaxEnt smart actor. This actor estimates the noise level,

assisting the user in correctly setting the def, aim, and

lambda parameters. Additionally, the user interface of WB

presents the full set of parameters, along with standard

default settings, to the user, making it clear what the values

are, so that the user can peruse the RNMRTK documen-

tation for additional clarification of appropriate parameter

settings. When a workflow containing a MaxEnt actor is

executed, WB uses ST to seamlessly provide format con-

version, allowing addition of NMRPipe actors to the same

workflow.

WB enhances the noise estimate of the automatic

maximum entropy spectral reconstruction method pub-

lished by Mobli et al. (2007a). The time domain data is

conventionally Fourier transformed, and the spectrum is

scanned to determine the range of values present, and a

user-specified percentage of the values eliminated. The

standard deviation of the remaining spectrum is taken to

estimate noise. To eliminate the computationally intensive

need to fully sort the spectrum data to determine which

signals are included in the desired cutoff percentage, the

calculation is approximated by a bucket sort (Cormen et al.

2001). Values are placed unsorted into bins by their binary

power and first two digits of the mantissa, and the set of

bins that most closely approximates the specified user

percentage is used.

Actors help users correctly parameterize workflows

WB actors provide useful feedback by analyzing the con-

text in which they are placed in workflows. This context

includes metadata and upstream actors, and is used to

choose sensible parameter settings and decide if operations

are applicable. Some actors, such as the one used for

Maximum Entropy Reconstruction, use the full data set in

order to provide this feedback.

Table 2 presents a partial list of actors implemented in

WB. The actors are categorized by the NMR-domain task

to be accomplished, and grouped into columns based on the

Fig. 6 Interactive parameterization of sinebell apodization shows first data column (top right, black), function envelope (top right, red), and

multiplication (bottom right)
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tool to which the underlying function(s) belongs. Actors

often correspond to a single function.

WB was intended to focus on data integration and rely

on third-party tools for NMR operations. However, tool

idiosyncrasies such as sign conventions and defaults must

be handled by WB to allow faithful interoperation. WB

ensures that operations are consistent regardless of data

format using a small set of additional actors implemented

in Java. These include a circular shift for Bruker data,

negation of imaginaries and sensitivity enhancement,

metadata correction, and import and export. The additional

ST actors reduce the burden of manually managing trivial

and tedious details, while preventing mistakes. Table 3

presents a list of actors based on ST functions, which

Table 1 Summary of CONNJUR WB features

Feature Significance

Rich data model of spectral reconstruction, metadata, and parameterization Allows proper conversion of units and guided actor

parameterization

Centralized data management provided by relational database using a single

format

Data integration and advanced querying capabilities

Explicit capture of metadata Enables reproducibility

Inspection and modification of metadata Visibility of metadata helps to avoid common errors due to

improper settings of metadata parameters

GUI environment for workflow building, execution, and analysis Uniform interface to third-party tools, enhances

discoverability of functions and parameters

Actors understand their context and assist the user Simplified parameterization and protection from mistakes

Actors have access to metadata and logic making use of the metadata can be built

into actors

User has access to information about spectral characteristics

before executing the workflow

Semantic constraints to ensure the validity of workflows Reduces errors in workflow creation

Support for non-uniformly sampled data sets and maximum entropy

reconstruction

Shortens data collection time, and decrease difficulty of

data processing

Support for Bruker, Varian/Agilent, RNMRTK, and NMRPipe formats Automatically handles translation between, to, and from

various formats

Interactive, immediate feedback from actors and workflow—first FIDs are

displayed when mousing over data sets; in apodization, effect of function is

shown while parameters are updated

Very quick to detect and address obvious errors and issues

with parameterization

Export to XML and NMR-STAR formats Enhances collaboration and facilitates sharing

Branched and parallel execution of workflows Efficient reconstruction of spectra with multiple different

parameter sets

Software integration of existing processing tools Function and parameter names are unchanged, capitalizing

on users’ familiarity with existing tools

Available for free under the standard MIT and GPL open source licenses Source code may be inspected, modified, and redistributed

Table 2 WB actors, grouped

by underlying tool (NMRPipe,

RNMRTK)

Task NMRPipe RNMRTK

Resolution enhancement ZF zerofill

Apodization GM, GMB, SINE sinebell, em, gauss

Solvent suppression SOL sstdc

Phase correction PS phase

Baseline correction MED, POLY, BASE bc

Linear prediction LP blip, flip

Hilbert transform HT

Fourier transform FT fft

Maximum entropy reconstruction MEM msa, msa2d

Many functions are provided by both NMRPipe and RNMRTK, although both tools implement some

functionality that the other does not
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facilitate translation between formats and tools. Sensitivity

enhancement and negation of imaginaries are typically

performed upon import by NMRPipe but may also be

performed in the middle of a processing pipeline. WB

matches NMRPipe behavior by default.

Export of workflows and reconstructions: XML

and NMR-STAR files

While storing workflows in a centralized relational data-

base greatly simplifies managing workflows and sharing

them between users in the same research group or institu-

tion, WB also supports export of workflows in standard

formats, facilitating exchange of workflows between fellow

scientists using eXtensible Markup Language (XML), an

industry standard format, as well as archival of workflows

in the common NMR data repository of the BioMa-

gResBank (BMRB), which uses the NMR-STAR format

for data storage and dissemination.

XML is a textual format for data and markup that has

been widely used for more than two decades. Tools for

handling XML are available in most major languages.

XML facilitates sharing data between computers and users,

thereby promoting collaboration. XML has previously been

used within the structural biology community by the PDB

(Bernstein et al. 1977) and CCPN (Vranken et al. 2005), as

well as by the systems biology community (Hucka et al.

2003). WB provides an XML schema and exports work-

flows according to this schema, against which the docu-

ments may be validated.

Command line interface

A console version of WB is available to facilitate valida-

tion and testing of actors and workflows. It is invoked from

a shell and does not use a GUI. Monte Carlo methods are

used to search for invalid actor configuration combinations

so the configuration options can be corrected. The valida-

tion only attempts to identify which options the underlying

processing tools—currently NMRPipe and Rowland

Toolkit—accept as valid input. This interface provides both

read and write access to the database and allows workflow

execution from XML files. XML workflows may be saved

to the database as well.

Teaching and workshops

WB was used as an integral component of two recent

tutorial sessions on spectral reconstruction held at the

University of Connecticut Health Center, in Farmington,

CT. The first was in June 2012 and the second was in June

2014. WB was installed and set up with a MySQL database

instance on several Linux virtual machine instances. Users

then connected to the virtual machines through a VNC

client–server instance. A sample workflow was demon-

strated in order to showcase WB’s features and proper use

as well as to teach the attendees how to properly process a

data set. This included topics such as metadata correctness.

Documentation and tutorials from these workshops are

freely available online (www.connjur.org).

Discussion and conclusions

CONNJUR WB is a software integration environment, that

is, it manages the configuration and operation of underly-

ing, third party tools (currently NMRPipe, NMRDraw and

the Rowland Toolkit). WB manages the syntax and

semantics of tool operation; as well as the import, export,

storage and translation of the underlying spectral data to be

processed. WB can be used to generate processing work-

flows which are operationally identical to standard

NMRPipe or RNMRTK processing scripts. However, by

integrating ST, NMRPipe, and RNMRTK, WB allows for

novel spectral reconstruction features difficult to reproduce

with a shell script. For instance, since ST allows for facile

translation between tool formats, a single workflow may

easily combine NMRPipe and RNMRTK functions. This

allows users familiar with NMRPipe functions, parameter

names, and semantics to combine NMRPipe with maxi-

mum entropy reconstruction from RNMRTK: initially,

only the new MaxEnt actor must be learned, while WB/ST

handles the data translation behind the scenes.

WB’s use of a MySQL relational database to store all

results—including the time- and frequency-domain data,

the metadata, and the workflows and parameterizations—

frees the user from the tedium of manual data management.

Instead, uniform access to the data is made possible. Fur-

thermore, the semantics of these data are consistent in that

Table 3 WB actors providing access to ST translation features,

implemented as semantic operations in ST

ST translation operation NMRPipe RNMRTK

Time and frequency import/export -in, -out load*/put*

Sensitivity enhancement * sefix1, sefix2

Metadata correction N/A N/A

Circular shift cs rotate

Negate imaginaries sign quadfix

These tasks are often implicitly performed by NMRPipe and

RNMRTK, or are necessary to correct for varying conventions.

Therefore, these tasks are useful for translating between formats and

tools
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a single medium is employed, and explicit due to the

structure inherent in a database. This data integration

facilitates software integration: the data is stored in a single

location, with a single, uniform structure, regardless of the

origin of the data. A programmer seeking to implement

new functionality need therefore only deal with a single

data API, reaping the benefits of integration with all for-

mats supported by ST.

MySQL enables advanced querying and includes

indexing for high performance. It uses a relational, non-

hierarchical storage model in which data are stored in

tables consisting of tuples of key-value pairs, which are

linked to each other by means of relationships. This uni-

form model allows querying at any level of the data, and

SQL’s rich array of set operators allows for simple and

powerful results to be obtained through a small amount of

code. The structure and indexing capabilities optimize

queries and data access, especially when compared to

parsing textual or binary files.

Reproducibility, the ability to reach the same final result

given a scientific procedure, is enhanced by explicit cap-

ture of the processing workflow, intermediates, and meta-

data. This is because the context of a result—in this case, a

frequency-domain spectrum—is captured and made avail-

able. This in turn promotes collaboration and sharing of

results and procedures; by collaborating and with access to

the results of others’ work, the barriers to reusing valid

scientific results are far lower; the effect is that progress is

made more rapidly. WB supports export of workflows in

the NMR-Star format, used by the BMRB, and in the

industry-standard XML format. This enables NMR spec-

troscopists to exchange processing workflows, sharing

techniques and results, and modifying those workflows as

necessary to continually achieve better results.

WB’s relational database backend provides a convenient

platform for sharing data and experiments. Researchers

with access to the same network can view, copy and

modify other researcher’s workflows and reconstructions.

This was used during an NMR workshop; instructors were

able to review and identify errors in student workflows

without requiring direct access to the student workstations

and interrupting their tutorial sessions.

WB’s explicit recording of all relevant data is valuable

for teaching the principles of spectral reconstruction as it

makes the process tangible and concrete, so that it can be

studied in detail. Successful reconstructions can be

inspected to examine the effects of individual actors, while

unsuccessful reconstructions can be inspected to learn how

to fix incorrect implementations. WB provides a clean,

simple solution for capturing primary data and metadata,

including intermediates; as well as providing visualizations

of that data to the user that clearly indicate what happened

and why.

WB provides a high-level abstraction over existing

tools

WB was designed with the goal of integrating existing

functionality, not rewriting it. Popular tools such as

NMRPipe have been in use for well over a decade. WB

does not seek to supplant these tools, but rather to provide a

safe and powerful abstraction over existing spectral

reconstruction strategies. This allows WB’s user to focus

on the semantics of NMR and the goal of high-quality

spectra, while WB handles trivial minutiae such as data

format, layout, metadata syntax, and tool-specific details.

In addition to saving time, this reduces the possibility of

mistakes. The effort, tedium and slowness in the life cycle

in changing, running and evaluating NMR signal process-

ing scripts does not encourage experimentation and opti-

mization; with its ease of use, forked workflows, and real

time display of first fids, WB does. Its independent open

source nature allows new processing techniques to be

added without the overhead of developing a new graphical

interface.

Smart actors

NMR functions used in spectral reconstruction are difficult to

correctly parameterize, due both to inherent domain issues as

well as to incidental ones. Examples of the former are the

intricate knowledge neededof the tradeoff between sensitivity

and resolution combined with knowledge of the signal decay

and noise properties needed to correctly select and parame-

terize an apodization function; knowledge of the properties

and restrictions of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm

that are needed to correctly parameterize a zero-fill function,

since the output needs to be of a size that is an integer power of

2. Examples of the latter include the knowledge of the

semantics, parameter names, and allowable values of each of

the functions provided by a concrete implementation of pro-

cessing workflows such as NMRPipe and RNMRTK. WB

addresses these issues bymeans of smart actors. Smart actors,

as all other actors in WB, simplify the task of understanding

and correctly parameterizing a function by intimately under-

standing the function which they wrap, and meaningfully

presenting that understanding to the user. Furthermore, smart

actors assist the user in coming up with useful parameter

settings. An excellent example of this is the smart actor for

Maximum Entropy reconstruction. As described in Mobli

et al. (2007a, b), correct parameterization requires an accurate

estimate of the noise level. This actor provides this function-

ality, helping the user to parameterize the function. Parame-

ters may be input using different units than accepted by the

underlying tool, insulating the user from unnecessary

knowledge of tool internals. Help buttons on actors take users

directly to relevant online documentation, helping the user to
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understand the purpose and correct parameterization of pro-

cessing functions.

Semantic and metadata correctness

WB promotes semantic correctness of processing work-

flows. Semantically correct workflows respect rules of the

NMR domain. For instance, a Fourier Transform should

not be applied twice along one dimension of a data set;

frequency-domain data should not be apodized. WB

implements semantic correctness by tracking the domain

(time- or frequency-) of the data, and requiring that an

actor be applied to data of the correct domain. The domain

of each dimension is tracked and the applicability of actors

enforced. Some actors, such as those for baseline correc-

tion and solvent suppression, may only be added to a

workflow once. WB also distinguishes between uniform

and non-uniform time domain data.

Metadata correctness is important to spectral processing

correctness, because primary data cannot be correctly

interpreted and used without correct and complete meta-

data. Incorrect metadata can silently cause problems

whose root cause is not obvious. WB is designed to deal

with metadata issues by allowing querying and modifica-

tion as necessary, as well as saving metadata alongside

binary data in the database. Tracking metadata also

enables simple checks of consistency and semantic cor-

rectness of results.

Library of workflows provides common and general

functionality

WB’s built-in library of workflows provides spectro-

scopists with workflows for processing standard NMR

experiments. These workflows simplify dealing with real

data because they abstract over the actual layout of the

data, eliminating a combinatorial explosion: a single

workflow handles all possible choices of dimension-chan-

nel assignment and axis ordering, in contrast to processing

scripts, which do not abstract over the data layout. When

applying a workflow, the user must tell WB which

dimension corresponds to which nucleus, after which WB

automatically handles those settings for the rest of the

workflow.

Interactive dialogs and immediate feedback

facilitate experimentation and help novice users

WB’s GUI places relevant information at the disposal of

the user, enabling a more efficient process for reconstruc-

tion. In place of creating a single script containing

numerous steps that is executed at the end, WB allows

spectroscopists to use an incremental, step-wise process to

create a reconstruction, with quality checking at each step.

Spectroscopists can design one or two actions to be carried

out on a data set, execute those actions, and verify the

correctness of the results. If the results are incorrect, the

location of the problem is readily apparent as the user

knows exactly which action caused the problem and only

needs to backtrack one or two steps and make a correction.

This process means that errors are caught and corrected

more quickly due to the continual focus on quality. An

additional benefit is reaped from the ability to branch

workflows, enabling the comparison of multiple actor

parameterizations, reducing the tendency to settle for non-

optimal parameter sets and supporting understanding of

parameter choices. For many actors, optimal parameter

values are not easy to find. Experimenting with several

different values helps to find a suitable one.

The ability to mouse over a data set to show the first FID

provides immediate feedback to the user, which is of

immense help in understanding the effect of various pro-

cessing functions, as well as determining whether there is an

error and locating such an error. By looking just at the first

FID, an experienced spectroscopist can quickly and easily

identify such phenomena as phase errors, baseline distor-

tions, improper apodization parameterization, likelihood of

truncation artifact, zerofill, resolution, and sensitivity. The

immediate feedback of the effect of an apodization function

in the apodization actors is a further example of the value

provided by interactive data visualizations.

Facilitation of processing of non-uniformly sampled

data

Non-uniform sampling offers potential savings in spec-

trometer usage time and increases in resolution and sensi-

tivity. Importantly, its benefits increase with the number of

dimensions of the experiment. The difficulty is that once

non-uniformly sampled data is collected, it may not be

simply processed with the Fourier Transform, as is done

with uniformly sampled data. While simple methods exist

for converting non-uniformly sampled data to uniformly

sampled data, allowing use of the Fourier transform, such

transformations are non-optimal, producing artifacts in the

final spectrum. In order to obtain a high-quality spectrum,

advanced processing techniques such as Maximum Entropy

reconstruction are required. However, implementations of

the algorithm are difficult to integrate and difficult to

correctly parameterize. WB addresses these problems by

using ST for data integration and a smart actor to help the

user correctly parameterize the function. This makes non-

uniform reconstructions usable for a wider range of NMR

spectroscopists.
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WB is open source

All CONNJUR software programs, including WB, have

been released under the standard MIT and GPL open

source licenses and will continue to be made available

under such licenses, free of charge, in perpetuity. CON-

NJUR is open source because we believe that open source

software is beneficial to the community as it facilitates

collaboration, continuity, quality, and openness and effi-

ciency of development. Users are therefore encouraged to

use the source code as they see fit, including patches, using

the source for other purposes, and submitting modifications

back to the CONNJUR team. CONNJUR’s goal is to

produce software of the highest quality and usefulness, and

we believe that the community involvement enabled by

open source licensing help ultimately results in better

software which is more able to meet its users’ needs.
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